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Project Objective
The goal of this project was to meet the expressed needs of Florida transit agencies for the development of a guide for special event transportation services that could benefit transit agencies and the organizations with whom they must coordinate for the provision of services.
Unlike regular transit service planning, service for special events presents a challenge for service providers in that they are non-recurring events without a predictable transit demand, transit agencies must work cooperatively with other stakeholders, and supplemental service is provided in addition to normal transit services. Special events services are one of the biggest attractors of non-regular riders, presenting a unique opportunity to market the transit agency's services to the community.
Unfortunately, service for special events is often subject to ad hoc planning and designed based on tradition rather than with a systematic approach to meet the transit agency's goals. Often, the inherent benefits of providing special events services are never realized by the transit agency, and costs are not minimized.
Special events range from very large events such as the Olympics to very small events such as a local community parade; this report includes information and best practices that will be useful in the provision of any type of special event service. This service guide includes strategies for coordination within and among relevant agencies, key considerations before undertaking special event transportation services, and a framework to enable service providers to proactively plan and successfully deliver these services.
The delivery of transportation services during special events often requires the cooperation of agencies that do not usually work together. However, cooperative planning during periods of increased travel demand offers a unique opportunity to pursue innovative operational practices and apply technologies to improve the performance of the overall transportation system through more effective utilization of available roadway and service capacity
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the growing need for transit agencies to attract new riders, it is vital that transit agencies utilize an operations reference resource to ensure effective planning and efficient service delivery.
Report Organization
Chapter Two presents an overview of transportation planning and management for special events. Recent research efforts are discussed, including public agency efforts to raise the awareness of the importance of continuously improving how travel is managed for planned special events and the important role coordinated planning plays in mobility and travel reliability across various transportation modes. This chapter also details the potential benefits of public transit agency involvement in the process.
Chapter Three summarizes the efforts to determine the extent to which Florida public transit systems are involved in supporting special events in their communities. The objective is to ascertain the amount and types of special event services provided, the level of coordination with other stakeholders, and the degree to which written policies and procedures are used.
The ability and willingness of public transit agencies to participate in special event transportation services are greatly influenced by the Federal Transit Administration's (FTA) charter regulations.
Chapter Four provides an overview of FTA charter regulations, outlines procedures for compliance, and provides a summary of recent pertinent FTA cases and rulings related to charter service provision and special events.
Chapter Five provides a summary of current practices related to the provision of special event transportation services. The findings of this chapter are based on field observations, discussions, and interviews with agency staff involved in special event services and a review of existing literature on this subject. Best practices in planning guidelines and strategies are presented for use by transit agencies to enhance their involvement in their community's planned special events.
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Introduction
The transportation industry recently focused its attention on the activities related to a comprehensive approach to the planning and management of special events. Based on the 1988 National Highway Institute's definition, a special event is an occurrence that "abnormally increases traffic demand." Special events include sporting events, parades, fairs, and other planned events. Two recent publications and a first-time national conference summarized below put the spotlight on a more comprehensive approach to the transportation aspects of planning and management of special events.
The National Cooperative Highway Research Program (NCHRP) Synthesis 309 provided a synopsis of highway practices for "Transportation Planning and Management for Special
Events." 1 This effort was one of the first to focus on the state-of-the-practice for transportation planning and management of special events. The report noted the lack of special event related literature. When identifying key stakeholders in the special event planning process, public transit was identified only as a secondary stakeholder. Transit's potential role in assisting in the special event planning and management process has since become more evident.
The most comprehensive document on special event transportation found in this research was the Federal Highway Administration's (FHWA) report entitled "Managing Travel for Planned Special Events Handbook" in September 2003.
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As noted, the primary focus of these reports was the impacts that planned special events have on the highway network. This document attempts to complement NCHRP and FHWA reports by offering a specific focus on public transportation agency involvement and participation in planned special events.
Another key event that focused on the comprehensive approach was the first National
Conference on Managing Travel for Planned Special Events held in New Orleans from
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December 1-3, 2004. The conference was organized to raise public agency awareness of the importance and need to continuously improve how travel is managed for planned special events, which can significantly impact mobility and travel reliability across all surface transportation modes.
The remainder of this chapter provides an overview of planned special events, the role of transportation planning and management of special events, and a context for public transit agency involvement in the process.
The following section utilizes materials from the above documents, as well as the Federal Highway Administration Office of Operation's website, 3 including the two documents entitled "Fact Sheet" 4 and "Frequently Asked Questions."
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Overview of Planned Special Events
What is a planned special event?
A planned special event is a public activity with a scheduled time, location and duration that may impact the normal operation of the surface transportation system due to increased travel demand and/or reduced capacity attributed to event staging.
Planned special events include sporting events, concerts, festivals, and conventions occurring at permanent multi-use venues (e.g., arenas, stadiums, racetracks, fairgrounds, amphitheaters, convention centers). They also include less frequent public events such as parades, fireworks displays, bicycle races, sporting games, motorcycle rallies, seasonal festivals, and milestone celebrations at temporary venues.
The term planned special event is used to describe these activities because of their known locations, scheduled times of occurrence, and associated operating characteristics.
Emergencies, such as a severe weather event or other major catastrophe, represent special events that can induce extreme traffic demand under an evacuation condition. However, these events occur at random and with little or no advance warning, unlike the characteristics of planned special events.
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Are there different categories of planned special events?
The operational characteristics of planned special events create the following five event categories:
• Discrete/recurring event at a permanent venue (e.g., sporting and concert events), characterized by specific starting and predictable ending times, known venue capacity, advance ticket sales, and weekday event occurrences.
• Continuous event (e.g., fairs and festivals), characterized by occurrence often over multiple days, arrival and departure of event patrons throughout the event day, typically
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little or no advance ticket sales, capacity of venue not always known, and occurrence sometimes at temporary venues.
• Street use event (e.g., parades and street races), characterized by occurrence on a roadway requiring temporary closure, specific starting and predictable ending times, capacity of spectator viewing area not known, spectators not charged or ticketed, and dedicated parking facilities not available.
• Regional/multi-venue event, characterized by the occurrence of events at multiple venues and at or near the same time.
• Rural event, characterized by rural or rural/tourist area, high attendance events attracting event patrons from a regional area, limited roadway capacity serving an event venue, area lacking regular transit service, and events having either a time specific duration or continuous duration.
Who are the stakeholders that may be involved with managing travel for planned special events?
Traffic operations agencies, transit agencies, law enforcement agencies, and event organizers represent key stakeholders in the transportation management plan development process because of the responsibility they bear in developing, approving, and implementing the plan. To ensure that the plan addresses the requirements of all those impacted, the event planning team should be comprised of a wide range of stakeholders:
• Event operations stakeholders focus on mitigating the safety, mobility, and reliability impacts on transportation operations.
• Community interest stakeholders seek to minimize impacts on community quality of life and maximize potential social and economic benefits.
• Event support stakeholders serve to support and execute the transportation management plan by following proposed initiatives or providing necessary resources for plan deployment. 
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How do transit agencies support a traffic management team?
Modifications to existing transit service for a planned special event serve to reduce traffic demand on the roadway network serving the event venue. The goal of a public transit agency is to increase ridership during the event by increasing the attractiveness of the service that it provides. In many locations and for many types of planned special events, additional ridership to and from special event sites can provide substantial additional revenue for the transit agency at little additional cost. Also, transit system use may relieve or minimize traffic congestion around the venue.
Transit agencies may develop a specialized transit plan detailing schedules and necessary equipment and personnel resources. The transit plan may specify one or more categories of transit operation on the day-of-event that include:
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• Existing service plus additional vehicle hours (e.g., more frequent service or expanded hours of operation)
• Existing service plus route deviation (e.g., includes new stop at transit station(s) near venue)
• Express service (e.g., new route and schedule)
• Charter service (e.g., contract service)
What are the overall benefits of managing travel for special events?
Among the numerous benefits of managing travel at special events are:
• Reduced delay for motorists attending the planned special event through more active information dissemination, traffic management, and alternate mode use The proactive management of travel for planned special events yields numerous benefits to stakeholders and transportation system operations, including:
• Reducing traffic congestion
• Improving mobility
• Improving travel safety
• Facilitating partnerships and building trust
• Improving new interagency relationships crossing jurisdictional boundaries
• Promoting interagency coordination, resource utilization and sharing
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• Incorporating new procedures and practices into day-to-day operation of agencies
• Promoting stakeholder efforts in the media
What are the transit agency benefits of managing travel for planned special events?
By participating in the planning and management of planned special events, transit agencies realize numerous additional benefits, including:
• Reducing delays for transit system, event attendees and the general public
• Improving safety
• Enhancing interagency cooperation & relationships with stakeholders
• Developing community recognition of the value of transit
• Attracting potential new riders
• Exposing transit system to non-riders
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Current Practices of Florida Transit Agencies
One of the first steps in this research effort was to determine the extent that Florida public transit systems were involved in supporting special events in their communities. The objectives were to ascertain the number and types of special events served with transit, reveal the degree of coordination with other stakeholders, and determine if written policies and procedures were utilized. This chapter summarizes the efforts and key findings.
Survey Instrument and Methodology
A simple one-page survey instrument was developed and distributed via e-mail to the General Managers and Executive Directors of the 28 public transit systems that operate fixed-route service within Florida. In addition to the original e-mail request to the transit agencies, two additional follow up requests were made to seek agency participation.
The survey instrument (included in Appendix A) consisted of five basic sections with questions used to determine:
• If the agency provides any transportation services for special events?
• If they do not provide special events services, why?
• 
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Survey Results
Responses were received from 13 agencies, representing a 46.4 percent participation rate, which was somewhat lower than expected. Among the 15 transit agencies that did not respond, five were smaller agencies whose primary focus is the provision of paratransit services.
Reluctance to respond to the survey could be related to agency concerns regarding the complexity of maintaining compliance with FTA charter regulations described in Chapter Four.
The survey results showed:
• Of the responding agencies nine of thirteen (69.2%) stated that they did provide transportation services for special events.
• The FTA charter regulations and lack of adequate resources (vehicles, operators and budget) were cited as the reasons agencies did not provide special event transportation services.
• Among the nine transit agencies providing transportation services for special events, eight (88.9%) indicated that their agency participated in pre-event and post-event coordination meetings with other local agencies such as law enforcement, traffic engineering, event planners, etc.
• Further analysis revealed that coordination with other local agencies was usually limited to only the larger events.
• Only five of the nine agencies providing special event transportation (55.6%) indicated they used written policies and procedures for dealing with special event transportation.
• The responding agencies provided services for the following types of events: 
Policies and Procedures
Included in the survey responses were examples of the policies and procedures that the Florida transit agencies used to determine if the requested special event transportation requests met established agency criteria, as well as procedural steps to assure that all necessary approvals, sign-offs and preparatory steps were conducted.
One example, included for illustrative purposes, is the process used by HARTline's Special Event Department, as detailed below.
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Special Service Definition: Special event transit service focuses on intermittent services operated for seven consecutive days or less and is intended to serve special events. This includes both regular fares or sponsored paid services that meet a special need, do not necessarily follow a regularly scheduled route, and is open to the public.
Request Evaluation Criteria:
All requests for special event transportation will be considered and evaluated based upon the following criteria:
• Serving the Public Interest: Community events require the movement of large groups of people during certain hours of the day. These are events that would otherwise seriously restrict traffic movement unless public transit played an expanded role. Historically, these events have been annual events though one-time only events of sufficient size will be considered as well. The
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decision to provide the service will be based on an evaluation of available resources and the need for the service.
• Cost Effectiveness: The special service requested must be evaluated based on both operations and system cost, and on the availability of operators and equipment.
• Patronage Potential: The special service must be evaluated on expected patronage of the service. Past and/or potential ridership will be used to help determine the recommendation for special events service.
• Service Provided By Others: Service that could be operated by other transportation providers such as private charter providers will be governed by
FTA regulations 49 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 604, "Charter
Services." Other considerations will include cost and geographic limitations.
• Partnership Building: Special services contribute to the goal of partnership building in the community and enhance the agency role as a community partner and as a facilitator of mobility.
Processing Steps: Recognizing that special event transportation requires significant planning, requests for such services must be submitted well in advance of the event; normally three months is used as a minimum.
The following summarizes the steps that then must be completed by the Special Services Department from the initial request to the completion of the special event transit services:
1. Customer submits request for special services.
2. Agency staff reviews the criteria with Customer and confirms date availability. 
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Based upon the findings of the survey of Florida public transit systems, several observations were made:
• Of the responding agencies nine of thirteen (69.2%) indicated that they did provide some special event transit services.
• The balance of that group, four of thirteen (30.2%) indicated that they did not provide any special event transportation. While some indicated that limited resources were the reason for this decision, the prevailing factor was the perceived burden placed on the agencies by the FTA charter regulations.
• Of the responding agencies that provide some special event transit service, four of nine (44.4%) did not have any written procedures and policies for dealing with special event transit services. Appendix C provides some examples of written procedures, policies and operating plans used for special event transportation service provision.
• The coordination between Florida transit agencies and other local agencies appears to Recipient/Grantee -groups that have received or are receiving federal financial assistance under the Act. This includes subrecipients of a recipient, subrecipients of FTA's state administered programs, public bodies that receive assistance that will be passed on to another public or quasi-public body, and any operator for a recipient, whether publicly or privately owned.
Charter Service -transportation using buses, vans, or facilities funded under
The Act for a group of persons who pursuant to a common purpose, under a single contract, at a fixed charge for the vehicles or service to travel together under an itinerary either specified in advance or modified after having left the place of origin. Compensation on the basis of hours of service is evidence of charter operations. The provision of "free" service is not considered relevant in determining if service is charter or mass transportation.
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Mass Transportation -transportation by a conveyance that provides regular and continuing general or special transportation to the public, but does not include school bus, charter, or sightseeing transportation.
Incidental Charter Service -charter service which does not (1) interfere with or detract from the provision of the mass transportation service for which the equipment or facilities were funded under the Act; or (2) does not shorten the mass transportation life of the equipment or facilities. As a general rule, free charter service would be "non-incidental" since it does not recover its fully allocated cost.
Willing and Able -private transportation providers are considered willing and able if they have the desire, the physical capability of providing the categories of revenue vehicles requested and if they possess the legal authority, including the necessary safety certifications, licenses and other legal prerequisites to provide charter service in the area in which it is proposed to be provided.
Compliance Requirements
The basic premise of the regulation prohibits FTA grantees from using federally funded equipment and facilities to provide charter service except on an incidental basis and when one or more of seven applicable exceptions apply, as described below.
Procedures
The charter regulations detail the procedures that a grantee must follow to comply with the charter regulations.
At a minimum, if a grantee wishes to provide charter service, it must annually determine if there is a willing and able provider of charter service. The determination process must include a public notice process including:
• Placing a notice in a newspaper of general circulation that describes the charter service that a grantee proposes to provide. FTA allows grantees to describe the services they
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wish to provide in terms of trip purpose. A grantee's notice must include a description of the days, time of day, geographic area, and categories of revenue vehicles for service (but not the capacity or duration of the charter service). Only two categories of vehicles can be specified: buses and vans. A bus is a bus whether it is an intercity bus, a transit bus or a trolley. If a charter customer insists on a particular type of equipment that the willing and able private operator does not have and the grantee does, the grantee still may not provide charter service with that equipment. Further, the grantee cannot lease the trolley to a private operator and claim that the charter service is allowed under the exceptions unless the private operator has exhausted its supply of buses. The "no willing and able" exception applies only if there are not willing and able operators with buses of any kind for charter service.
• Sending a copy of the notice to all private charter service operators in the proposed geographic charter service area and to any private operators that request a notice
• Sending a copy of the notice to the United Motorcoach Association and the American
Bus Association
The notices must instruct any operator who wishes to be considered willing and able to submit a statement of its desire and capability to provide the proposed service and proof of its legal authority. Any evidence submitted must be reviewed within 30 days. Within 60 days, a grantee must notify each private charter operator who submitted evidence of the results of the review.
Exceptions
If the grantee has followed the procedures for public notice described above, then it may provide charter service as long as it qualifies for one of seven exceptions. A recipient in a non-urbanized area may execute a contract with a government entity or a private, non-profit organization by obtaining a tax-exempt certification from the entity when more than 50% of the passengers on the charter trip will be elderly, the requested charter trip is consistent with the function and purposes of the organization and the charter trip will be organized and operated in compliance with Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 as amended.
Exception 7
A recipient may provide charter service directly to the customer where a formal agreement has been executed between the recipient and all private charter operators it has determined are willing and able, provided the agreement specifically allows the recipient to provide the particular type of charter trip and the recipient has provided for such an agreement in its annual public charter notice.
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Evaluation Of Compliance
The Federal Transit Administration will consider the following questions to determine if the grantee is providing charter service in compliance with Section 604.9 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR):
Has the grantee annually determined if there are any private operators willing and able to provide the service?
If the grantee operates charter service, it is not deficient if it has properly completed the willing and able determination process as described above, it operates charter service under the exceptions, and it has proper documentation of its procedures. If the grantee provides charter service without documentation of a qualified exemption, or inconsistent with the specific provisions of one of the exceptions it is deficient and must immediately cease the provision of illegal charter service.
Is all charter service incidental (service does not interfere with or detract from the provision of mass transportation service, does not shorten the mass transit life of the equipment or facilities, and recovers fully allocated costs)?
The grantee must have documentation to demonstrate the mileage and/or hours are recorded and subtracted from the useful life of the equipment. Any reasonable method of calculation is sufficient. The calculation does not necessarily have to be done for each particular bus; averages can be applied to the entire fleet. The fully allocated cost must be recovered from the charter revenue except in certain circumstances when free services can be provided to economically disadvantaged groups when there is no private operator willing and able to provide the service.
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Is service under the control of the recipient?
The charter service criteria include whether or not the bus transportation is under a single contract at a fixed rate for the vehicle or service. The control of fares and schedules by the other party is a critical element used to distinguish charter service from mass transportation.
Is service designed to benefit the public at large?
Service is designed to benefit the public at large when it serves the needs of the general public, instead of those of a special organization such as a private club. In determining whether service is "open door" FTA considers the level of ridership by the general public, as opposed to a particular group, and attempts to make the service known and available to the public. Published route information (including connections to other transportation routes), posted bus stop signs and head-signs with route numbers and destination information are considered indicators of opportunity for public ridership.
Does the grantee provide charter service with locally owned vehicles? Are the vehicles stored and maintained in an FTA facility?
Charter service may be provided with locally owned equipment if the grantee creates a separate company operated exclusively with local funds or if it keeps its charter accounts completely separate from its mass transit division. If the grantee can not document that charter service is provided with locally owned vehicles and it is physically and financially independent from and receives no benefits from the grantee's provision of mass transit it will be considered deficient. It will be required to cease all charter • The Indianapolis Public Transportation Corporation (IndyGO) requested a waiver to provide charter services for the World Police & Fire Games, which was expected to draw approximately 10,000 individuals. IndyGo submitted its request based on its belief that private providers had inadequate capacity for this event. Two private providers disagreed in their complaint to FTA. Consequently, FTA denied the exception based on
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the fact that IndyGo was unable to provide sufficient evidence to support its claim of private provider capacity constraints.
• The Kansas City Area Transportation Authority (KCATA) submitted a request to provide charter service to the American Dental Association Convention for the purpose of transporting conventioneers to restaurants and entertainment areas throughout the city.
While FTA will grant exceptions for "events of an extraordinary, special or singular nature," it determined this convention was not an event of a singular nature since it is held periodically and only the locations within the United States change. FTA recommended that KCATA follow the normal public participation process and, if it determined there were no willing and able private providers, it could offer the charter service as long as it was incidental in nature. Following the public participation process, it was determined that private providers in the area did not have capacity to provide this service because they were already providing other services related to the convention.
Consequently, an exception was granted.
• Based on security concerns, the White House requested that Chicago suburban transit Although FTA concluded that this service would probably have qualified for an exception, since Pace did not petition the administrator for an exception based on the type of event, the special circumstances and/or private provider capacity constraints, it was in violation of 49 CFR Section 609.4.
• The FTA granted an exception to the Lowell Regional Transit Authority (LRTA) based on its application to provide a 25+ passenger compressed natural gas (CNG) bus to transport Senate staff to various press events related to a two day environmental tour.
LRTA did contact three private providers who indicated they did not have the capacity to provide the necessary services. FTA granted the exception based on its findings that this was an event of an extraordinary and singular nature. However, it did remind LRTA that the special event exception process required the recipient to submit its request for an
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exception at least 90 days prior to the event, and that any exception granted was only for the particular event specified.
• The FTA granted the Greater Cleveland Regional Transit Authority (RTA) an exception based on its application to provide service for the U.S. Department of Veterans Administration (VA). The VA needed approximately 20 buses temporarily outfitted to provide additional wheelchair capacity. In its application, the VA stated it was a government entity, there would be a significant number of physically-challenged passengers, the trip was consistent with the functions and purpose of the VA, and the service would be incidental.
• The Detroit Department of Transportation (DDOT) requested, and was granted, a special event charter exception so it could provide service for the G-8 Energy Summit.
Attendees were expected to include energy ministers from around the world. The FTA recognized the special safety concerns and the need for vehicles that do not have undercarriage storage.
• The San Diego Metropolitan Transit Development Board (MTDB) requested an exception to charter regulations so that it could provide transportation for the NFL Super Bowl XXXVII. The exception was granted based on the fact that the service was considered incidental and the public participation process had been followed.
• Finally, the research team's experience in planning and managing special event transit services for a wide range of events provided real life experiences and lessons learned.
Guidelines and Best Practices
These guidelines and best practices were developed to offer an overview of the steps a transit agency should follow for planning and operating special event transportation services. The steps are grouped into seven categories ranging from the preliminary consideration of providing special event transportation services through post-event activities. Due to the unique characteristics of each special event service related to capacity requirements, operating environment (facilities, roadway configuration), and agency resources and capabilities, only certain guidelines will apply to each event.
Policy and Procedure
The agency should first determine the governing board's policy on the provision of special event transportation services. As noted in the summary of the survey results, some agencies have made the decision not to entertain requests for services to avoid non-compliance with charter regulations or because they believe there is adequate private provider capacity. If the policy board allows for the provision of services, the approval process should be determined. Some
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agencies are required to seek approval for each event, while others may have to get approval only for services that exceed a certain threshold.
An internal decision process similar to the one detailed in Chapter Three should be developed, with consideration given to the agency's goals related to need, cost effectiveness, patronage potential, partnership opportunities, and compliance with charter regulations. This process should involve representatives from functional areas such as maintenance, operations, administration, and marketing who could be impacted by the service. An application process should be developed to ensure the agency has sufficient time to evaluate the sponsor's request and secure all of the information necessary to plan for the service including dates/times, expected patronage, coordination requirements (law enforcement, emergency services, traffic engineering, etc.) and promotional opportunities/requirements.
The agency should determine what types of services are appropriate to best serve the special event. Some may be adequately served with enhancements to existing services (additional vehicles on existing routes or expanded services hours), while others may require park-and-ride shuttles, new routes, or a combination of several service types. When used, the park-and-ride lots should be located within a 20-minute travel time of the event to permit quick turn-around of the vehicles, permitting a maximum utilization of the assigned vehicles and operators.
An important part of the evaluation process relates to the agency's capacity. To be in compliance with FTA regulations, the requested service can only be "incidental" in that it does not detract from the services normally provided by the agency. For example, an agency may not have support staff or vehicles available to provide service for a special event if it is scheduled to occur during peak hours on a weekday.
Another potential capacity constraint for Florida transit agencies is related to safety, as the "home" property to arrival at the "host" property and the in-service time requirements. Those interviewed also recommended a 1 to 10 ratio of supervisors to vehicles when using out of town resources, which may further impact the capacity of existing personnel.
If applicable, the transit operator must evaluate its collective bargaining agreement for any additional stipulations related to schedules (holidays, seniority, part-time employees, and pay rates) when evaluating its capacity and associated expenses.
Planning and Coordination
Once the decision to operate the special event service is made, service planning efforts begin based on the evaluation of the appropriate service mix. This may be a minimal effort if only enhancements to existing services are necessary. If shuttles or new routes are needed, a much more detailed service plan must be developed, which may include:
• Route definition
• Boarding and alighting locations at origin and destination
• Accommodations for pedestrian activity
• Evaluation of roadway widths and turning radii
• Identification of park-and-ride facilities
• Design of automobile and bus access and egress points
• Identification of vehicle staging areas
• Vehicle and facility accessibility considerations
It is in this phase of planning that the importance of coordination with other agencies first becomes apparent. Nearly every decision related to route design, facility siting, and enforcement must have the buy-in of event organizers, local traffic operations, and law enforcement personnel from the early stages of planning up to and including the special event.
Without exception, staff from transit agencies involved in large special events that were interviewed for this report stated that coordination with other agencies was the key to effective service delivery. It was interesting to note, however, that, when asked how they worked to
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ensure coordination and cooperation, none could offer any recipe for success (with the exception of one who said they get cooperation because they make sure the field staff "always gets fed"). When pressed, it became apparent that the relationships that resulted in good coordination did not have much to do with the special event itself but had been nurtured through cooperation over time. Examples of cooperation include transit's prompt response to a request for assistance with the evacuation of a flooded nursing home, the identification and safe return of a missing child by an alert bus driver, and a transit authority's willingness to participate in a program similar to Neighborhood Watch by reporting suspicious activities noted along their routes. Similarly, the transit agency staff's involvement in their community's Emergency Operations Center's activities contributes greatly to building these interagency and interpersonal relationships.
It is important that coordination occurs between the event sponsor and the transit agency, particularly in communities with detailed special event permitting processes. An example of a very detailed special event permit application from Louisville, Kentucky is included as Appendix B. Often the initial permit application must include information about items that a transit agency may require such as temporary structures, electricity, signage, and barricades. The transit provider should not assume that the event sponsor understands the particular transit needs of a special event. These should be communicated in the initial planning stages of the special event.
Additional coordination between the transit agency and charter bus operators may also be useful to eliminate potential interference with their respective services. A situation was observed where a charter bus that was lost or unable to get to an event drove into the shuttle location, interfering with the flow of public buses at the site and causing a sudden surge in the number of passengers trying to board the shuttle.
Again, the complexity of the operational aspects of a special event will vary based on the particular event, but the following items should be considered, and many should be incorporated in the agency's operating plan. Appendix C includes several examples of transit system operating plans.
Vehicle assignments -Identify the specific vehicles that will be used as well as where and when they should report both pre-event and post-event. This includes transit vehicles and support vehicles such as maintenance and tow trucks.
Route Assignments -Develop detailed routing maps. This is particularly important since the drivers working on special event services may be new, or in the case of an agency providing support for an out of town event, completely unfamiliar with the area.
Employee Assignments -Determine the number and type of employees needed to support the event. These may include drivers, supervisors, mechanics and administrative/customer service personnel. Be sure to include a sufficient number of staff to accommodate breaks, meals, shift changes and the safety standards related to driver work hours previously outlined. When the specific individuals are assigned, contact information should be collected and disseminated (e.g., telephone numbers, cell numbers, e-mail addresses, etc.).
Signage -Developing directional and informational signage and their appropriate placement may be a responsibility shared by the local jurisdiction, the event sponsor, and the transit operator. Regardless of who is responsible, this effort should be well coordinated, as several of those interviewed indicated good signage was an essential element of successful special event services. In one instance, a lack of communication regarding signage resulted in a delay in bus boardings. A well intentioned city worker placed a sign quite some distance from the boarding location that listed personal articles It is important not to lose sight of the fact that special event attendees may be unfamiliar with the area or unaccustomed to using transit, so signs should be plentiful and simple to understand. Off-site signs such as variable message boards can be used effectively along major roadways to notify individuals of the upcoming event, the potential for congestion associated with the event, or the availability of park-and-ride facilities, for example. On-site signage can be used to direct attendees to the event venue, designated parking locations, transit access locations, and pedestrian paths. as opposed to a long straight queue seems to put passengers at ease and confident they will arrive at the event on time. Cordoning the area so passengers are funneled directly to the loading gate was observed to enhance the flow of boardings as was the policy of quickly loading and dispatching one bus at a time.
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When evaluating accessibility, the boarding and alighting locations should accommodate wheelchairs and other mobility devices. One suggestion was to provide special needs transportation from a separate location with specialized vehicles. If that is not feasible and the specialized transportation must be used to provide the regular fixed route service, it was recommended that special needs passengers, specifically any wheelchair passengers, be loaded on the second bus in the queue. This permits the loading and securement of the wheelchairs prior to the mass loading of the ambulatory passengers.
It is very important for the transit agency to work closely with security and law enforcement personnel to make sure the travel ways for the buses to and from the boarding and alighting areas are kept clear and unimpeded. For events with large numbers of people requiring transportation, security and law enforcement personnel can aid in keeping the passenger loading orderly.
Communications
Good internal and external communication capabilities are important to special event transportation services. Whether it is a small event that requires communication between a driver and a street supervisor or a large event where communication is required between a central command station and the transit system's central dispatch office, particular attention should be give to this component of the operation.
As previously mentioned, cell phones, radios, and back-up power supplies may be all that are necessary for a small event. Radio and cell phone reception in the event area should be checked prior to the event. If reception is substandard, supplemental communications such as satellite telephones should be considered. For larger events, the tools and personnel required for communication between the central dispatch office and on-site supervisors are important.
For very large events, the ability to use a common radio channel for communication between various agencies involved in the special event makes it easier to monitor all aspects of the event and promptly respond to unexpected situations.
Wide circulation of the operations plans (such as those examples included in Appendix C)
internally and externally will also enhance communications. The roles and responsibilities can
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be clearly defined in the plan so, if there is a need to address an issue at a particular location, the appropriate supervisor or law enforcement agency can be easily identified and contacted.
Another important component of communications is that which must take place between the transit agency and passengers who use the regular service, those who will use the special event services, and the residents and businesses who will be impacted by the special event.
First, it is important that the transit operator notify its existing customers of any service changes or detours that will occur as a result of the event so they can plan their trip accordingly. Notices should be posted on-board the buses, at transit facilities, on the agency website, and used in conjunction with well informed customer service personnel who can fulfill this need.
It is important to communicate with the passengers being transported. This could range from verbal instructions as they first board the bus to distribution of printed hand-outs. Printed materials could include information on the event itself, locations and instructions for boarding the bus on the return trip, the hours of transportation services, and contact information for questions, lost and found, etc. Information should be provided in multiple languages as necessary.
Information that needs to be shared with event attendees can be communicated with signage, via the transit agency website, and with on-site transit "ambassadors" who can provide directions and instructions related to the special services. This information should focus not only on the special service but also the regular transit service the attendees can take advantage of.
Depending on the nature of the event, there may be a number of opportunities to use the communication channels established by the event sponsor to disseminate information. The sponsor may be using television, radio, public service announcements, and print media to promote the event. Through coordination with the sponsor, these media can also be used to communicate and educate the public about available transportation services.
Finally, the transit provider may need to play a role in communicating with area residents and businesses about the potential impacts the event may have. This may be something as simple as providing notification of street closures that may be necessary to accommodate the transit services. For large events with the potential for significant impacts, it may be necessary to
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services that employees can use instead of their personal vehicles for commuting purposes, assistance in identifying carpool opportunities, developing alternative parking strategies, or encouraging businesses to allow employees to telecommute when the event takes place.
Data Collection
To comply with federal regulations and to assist the transit operator plan for future special events, data should be collected during the event. As mentioned in Chapter Four, special event services can be provided only if they do not detract from the useful life of the vehicle. Therefore, data related to the number of miles traveled and/or hours of service provided must be calculated and deducted so the agency can establish the appropriate intervals for vehicle retirement. This type of information may be required by the event sponsor if they have agreed to reimburse the agency for costs based on any of these measures.
Another benefit of collecting these data is their use for planning activities. In the very short term, if the fareboxes are utilized for passenger counts for trips to the event, this information can be downloaded during the event and appropriate adjustments can be made for post-event services.
In the long term, the data can be used to evaluate future requests for this type of service to determine if the service fulfills agency objectives, if sufficient resources are available to provide the service, and what types of service and schedules are appropriate for this type of event.
Post-Event Debriefing
Post-event debriefings are another valuable planning tool. At the conclusion of each special 
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